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Your functional neurologist 
can help you determine 

which posture you present. 

The Benefits of Functional Tonic Neck Reflexes 

by Michael D. Allen, DC, NMD 
Functional Neurologist 

A patient who has had some balance issues asked me when she can return to her usual exercise. Since 
starting the modified exercise program that is consistent with her postural display she has felt better, 
but she only wants to go back to her usual bilateral and symmetrical exercise if she is ready. “How do I 
know when I am ready”? 

I told her that we will know her status by how her nervous system responds to the provocative 
neurological and manual muscle testing. 

Team Exercises 

One of my real concerns is watching a team of athletes all doing the 
same exercises to warm up. My son and I enjoy going to and watching 
Spring Training baseball games. We often arrive at the stadium early 
to watch the players go through their warm ups. It strikes me that 
although there are six possible postures that a person can take on – 
seven if you count the normal posture – they can take on any one or a 
combination of these postures; they are all whole body displays. However, of these six postures, four of 
them have to do with the cerebellum and two with the thalamus. Here is the point: If six players each 
with different postures do the same warm ups, each of them will probably be exercising themselves 
right into that specific posture – their pathology – unless they know how to do things differently. 

Blood Flows Where Exercise Goes 

The periods of warming up and cooling down are as important as the exercise itself. During warm up 
movements blood is shunted to the muscles upon demand so it may take 10-15 minutes before a person 

is “warm.” It takes time for blood to move from the internal organs 
to the periphery. That’s what warming up is all about. Once an 
athlete is warm it’s proper for the team to come back together 
again and do the same exercise because their muscles have their 
requisite blood supply and their joints are ready for action. 

The movements caused by the asymmetrical tonic neck reflex 
(ATNR) are an excellent example of where blood should flow 
relative to warming up. It is totally within the human neurological 
design that turning the head to the left (Figure 1) causes an 
increased tone in the muscles of extension on the side toward head 

rotation and an increased tone in the muscles of flexion on the side opposite head rotation. This is the 
normal and expected posture when an “unwarm” person turns their head to the left. 

  

Figure 1:  A normal asymmetrical tonic 
neck reflex posture when the head turns to 

the left. 
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Reciprocal Motion 

We say that these normal movement patterns are reciprocal because when one muscle contracts 
another muscle that does the opposite function relaxes so that the first muscle can do its job of 
contracting. In order to extend your left arm, your biceps muscle must relax so that your triceps muscle 
can contract and extend your arm. Likewise, when your right arm flexes it can only do so when the 
opposite activity happens: your right triceps muscle relaxes allowing your right biceps muscle to contract 
and your elbow flexes.  

Recognition of Joint Position 

When a person turns their head to the left, for example, all the nerves from the neck muscles and their 
associated spinal joint motion inform the brain that the head turned left. Conversely, the muscle 
function of turning the head to the right causes other nerves to fire informing the brain that the head 
turned right. These incoming signals to the brain are totally unconscious. We call this “coupling.” 
Coupled motion informs the brain about purposeful movement. 

Blood Always Follows Demand 

When the head turns to the left, properly yet conversely increasing the tone in the muscles of both 
upper extremities, as indicated in Figure 1, blood flows to the muscles according to their demand. The 
left extensors are nourished by the blood they need to perform useful work and the right flexors are 
similarly nourished. This is what warm up is all about, moving the blood from the organs to the muscles 
in order for the muscles to perform useful work. 

Pathological Display 

However, we often find people with functional movement patterns 
that are not according to the book. Figure 2 shows a very common 
yet absolutely pathological posture commonly seen in clinical 
practice. It is not unusual for a person to display an increased tone 
of flexor muscles on the side toward head rotation and an 
increased tone in the extensor muscles on the side opposite head 
rotation. This is what I call “dysrecipria” – an “other-than-human” 
movement pattern. Your brain instinctively knows there is 
something wrong but it will not let you know it because this 
dysfunction is very often painless. 

While a dysfunctional ATNR movement pattern will not immediately hinder a person’s activities it is 
nonetheless pathological; the dyscoupling sends atypical signals to the brain. Since the proper 
neurological patterns are deeply-rooted into the human neurological fabric, the dyscoupled sensory 
input wrongly informs the brain that the head went in the direction consistent with the muscle input 
when in fact the head went in the opposite direction. Over a long period this dysrecipria causes 
repeated microtrauma to the muscles and joints, eventually leading to muscle fatigue, joint instability 
and the eventual perception of pain. Further, these abnormal signals build their own integrity while the 
coupled patterns – which are not being stimulated – are sacrificed; the functional design decays at the 
expense of disuse. This result is not healthy. 

Rehabilitation 

These abnormal postures must be rehabilitated to sacrifice the dyscoupling and rebuild normalcy. 
Staying with the example of the ATNRs, the patient should start with their arms to their sides and their 
head straight ahead. All at once the patient should turn their head to the left, for example, while 

Figure 2: A pathological asymmetrical 
tonic neck reflex posture when the 

head turns to the left. 
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An Addendum: One of my favorite patient stories involves a six year swimming rivalry. A few years 
back while lecturing in England, I was asked to work on this specific swimmer to help him break his 

streak of stress. The frustration was tangible prior to the race. 

In the final race of his swimming career my patient of one visit was able to get off the starting blocks 
first and never look back. He easily swam away with his prized gold metal. The crowd went wild! 

A follow up to the story: This young man recently swam the English Channel in just over eleven hours! 

simultaneously lifting their arms to shoulder height and extending their left upper extremity and flexing 
their right upper extremity. Coming back to the starting posture must be one-by-one. In other words, 
have the patient lower their left arm, return their head to center, and then lower their right arm. This 
return to neutral is just a suggestion, it can be done any way the patient likes – and since this exercise 
can be boring it should be done randomly – but it must be done one-by-one in order to discourage the 
pathological posture, which we are trying to erase. 

Once You Are Warm 

When a person’s joints are warm – and if their joint motion is both reciprocal and coupled – they should 
be able to move in any way they like and maintain their joint stability. In other words, when their joint 
motion has functional integrity the pathways have their optimal stimulation and they should move 
according to the original human design. 

A patient should always continue their rehabilitation therapies until their movement patterns are 
consistent with that which would be expected for the provocation. 

In Summary 

There is much more to the rehabilitation of the ATNR than just the upper extremities, but this procedure 
will help develop a start for the practitioner. Insofar as my patient was concerned, I was able to release 
her to her normal and symmetrical exercise routine with the instructions that she warm up as directed 
for the time appropriate for her situation. 

So often athletes over-train their muscles and end up with pathological movement patterns without 
even knowing it. The trick is helping them understand the pitfalls of their condition and getting them to 
participate in their rehabilitation. 

The difference between gold and a silver metal may depend on the functional performance of the ATNR 
in specific and the musculoskeletal system as a whole.  


